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new AV firmware and board

Dear Modbar family member,

We would like to inform you about the release of new firmware for the Modbar Espresso AV.

This new firmware version "ModbarAV-1-3-0-binaries.elf" works in combination with a new
boot-loader that will revert to the previous firmware in case of an update failure. This will
guarantee safer future firmware updates.

In order to update the firmware on existing machines, the new boot-loader updater
"PBUpgrader-0-3-0.hex" must be installed along with the firmware " ModbarAV-1-3-0-
binaries.elf ". Files are available on https://modbar.com/support/international.
Please load both the boot-loader upgrader and the firmware onto a USB pen-drive and insert it
in the machine's USB port. Start the firmware update as usual. Both files will automatically be
detected and uploaded.
We remind you to use a previously formatted USB stick and to simply paste the two files onto it,
without moving or deleting any file, to avoid the unwanted creation of hidden files, which may
compromise the firmware update.

New Linea PB board E.1.025.03:
We have also introduced a new "Linea PB board" in Modbar Espresso AVs, code E.1.025.03,
which is updated to the new firmware and boot-loader.
Due to the recent difficulties with the supply chain, you may experience a mix of old
(E.1.025.02) and new (E.1.025.03) boards, but currently all carry the new firmware and boot-
loader.
Please note that E.1.025.02 and E.1.025.03 boards are equivalent and fully interchangeable.

https://modbar.com/support/international


The new board can be identified by the version "v3.4" printed on the face, the larger
microprocessor (with same performance), a new replaceable battery (also present in some of
the most recent E.1.025.02 boards), and the presence of a two-pin switch.
Switches must be kept in the off position, closest to the numbers 1 and 2 as shown in the
picture below, to avoid an error message.

ATTENTION: the new board E.1.025.03 cannot run older firmware. Do not downgrade it to any
version prior to "ModbarAV-1-3-0-binaries.elf".

SPARE PARTS:
Linea PB boards will be available as a spare part soon, with code E.1.025.03.
Older E.1.025.02 boards are no longer in production.
Please note that spare LineaPB boards will come without firmware and require the installation of
the latest firmware " ModbarAV-1-3-0-binaries.elf" ("PBUpgrader-0-3-0.hex" is not required,
as all E.1.025.03 boards already have the new boot-loader).

Do not hesitate to contact us for any further information.

Modbar Support Team.
support@lamarzocco.com
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